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Abstract—The residential gateway (RGW) is a widely
deployed device in the context of telecommunication services such
as triple play and internet access. Designed to make the
connection between the customer home and the operator
infrastructure it provides wired and/or wireless connectivity
capabilities, also handling services such as Domain Name Service
(DNS) proxying, routing, Network Address Translation (NAT) or
firewalling, among others. Its increased complexity, together with
other factors such as device-related costs, or the increased
reliance on RGWs for providing critical services, has prompted
an interest in its virtualization, also motivated by development of
new, network and service-centric virtualization, concepts.
The present paper presents an approach for the virtualization
of the residential gateway (vRGW). It starts by giving an
overview of the concept, explaining the concept and its benefits. It
also explains the virtualization techniques and paradigms that
have pushed this movement, namely software defined networking
(SDN), network function virtualization (NFV), and service
function chaining (SFC). Additionally, the paper describes the
implementation of the vRGW architecture, also including a
description of its components and their integration.
Keywords—Software-Defined Networking; Network Function
Virtualization; Virtual RGW; Service Function Chaining

I.

INTRODUCTION

Access network infrastructures are evolving at a rapid pace.
Network service providers (NSP) are increasing the number of
Fiber-To-The-Premises (FTTx) deployments, enabling better
and faster connections from the customer premises to the
operator’s infrastructure. At the same time, services are getting
increasingly more complex, which leads to more devices being
deployed at the customer premises and, consequently, a
increased capital expenditure (CAPEX) for the operator [1].
One important component of a residential service is the
residential gateway (RGW). RGWs are feature-rich embedded
systems, whose role and features have remained mostly
unchanged for some time, being responsible for the mediation
between the operator and customer premises domains, also
providing a number of services to the home devices (such as
firewall or web filtering). Despite its importance, RGWs
represent a burden for the telecommunications operator, for
several reasons, such as cost (both CAPEX and operating
expense-related (OPEX)), reliability concerns or even
management issues [2].
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In order to overcome the limitations of the current RGWbased model, operators are looking at the virtualization of the
residential gateway (vRGW) as a way of reducing complexity,
minimizing costs, improving service quality, and also reducing
the time-to-market of new services.
The fundamental vRGW concept is built around the idea of
transforming the original device into an abstract service entity
composed by Virtual Network Functions (VNFs), while
leaving behind a simple physical device to bridge the local
network devices (computers, set-top-boxes, telephones, etc.)
with the access network. While there are some efforts in this
direction being made by operators such as Telefonica[3], there
is little information regarding existing vRGW implementations.
This paper presents the architecture and prototype for an
NFV-based vRGW that is able to significantly reduce service
design time, while coexisting with current (legacy)
architectures. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: section 2 introduces the concept of the virtual
residential gateway (vRGW), listing some drawbacks of the
traditional model and expected benefits to be gained by its
virtualization. It also provides an overview and description of
some of the virtualization concepts that are pushing the
development of the vRGW, namely software defined
networking (SDN), network function virtualization (NFV), and
service function chaining (SFC). Section 3 lists existing
proposals related with the virtualization of the RGW. Section 4
presents an implementation of an NFV-based vRGW,
describing the main solution components and their interactions.
Section 5 describes the test scenario used to validate the
implementation. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
II. VIRTUAL RGW CONCEPT
For telecommunication service providers (TSPs), the RGW
is a device that, despite its critical role, represents a legacy
heavily influenced by aspects such as the constrains of the IPv4
address space, the nature of mature service distribution models
or even technological reasons. In spite of this, the RGW is a
cornerstone of modern broadband access networks, providing
connectivity between the TSP and customer network domains,
while hosting a number of services such as firewalling, DHCP
(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol), DNS, NAT (Network
Address Translation), and other protocols and services related
with the delivery of converged services such as IPTV (using
Internet Group Management Protocol proxies)[4] or SIP
(Session Initiation Protocol)[5].

Increased device complexity, together with the shift
towards evolved service models and the increase in the number
of subscribers and connected households, is turning the RGW
into a burden for TSPs. In this perspective, the idea of
streamlining the device using virtualization techniques
constitutes a sound proposition for TSPs.
RGW virtualization consists primarily on moving the
functions and services from the customer premises to the
operator infrastructure. This also means that the device
deployed at the customer premises can be replaced with a
simpler and less complex device (such as a bridge, for that
matter) that is solely responsible for establishing the
connection between the customer and the operator domains.
Although not new, this idea has been proving to be a difficult
task for operators to develop and deploy for a number of years
due to several reasons such as technical limitations (hosting a
massive number of virtualized functions is a considerable
challenge, with some operators having over 1 million
subscribers), as well as managing them in an efficient manner.
A. Limitations of the Traditional RGW Model
The traditional model of developing and deploying a RGW
has a number of limitations and drawbacks. First, there is the
high deployment cost that is involved in starting/upgrading a
telecommunication service [6], where the RGW contributes
with a significant share of the cost. There are also technical
limitations of the solution: for example, it is a barrier for
remote diagnostics and troubleshooting of devices and services
within the customer domain (e.g., due to NAT translation).
The RGW plays a critical role for the introduction of new
services, which are often dependent on specific device support.
However, the high fragmentation and diversity of different
hardware models, which may have different firmware versions
within each model, may even result in a lower time to market
of new services, as each RGW model requires its own specific
customizations [3]. Furthermore, this diversity may also
compromise uniformity and hamper troubleshooting and
management operations, because of a lack of uniform service
sets and/or management capabilities.
Overall, RGWs impose a considerable cost for the TSP
(acquisition and operation), besides constituting a single point
of failure for all the services offered to residential customers. In
this perspective, RGWs are ideal candidates for virtualization,
helping relieve the TSP, while providing benefits to end-users,
by easing the introduction of new and reliable services or even
due to power consumption benefits (as a consequence of the
improved energy efficiency of the a virtualized RGW).
B. New Opportunities for the vRGW
Factors such as the reduction of the deployment costs or the
evolution towards a simpler device with less services running
would lead to a more economical RGW. Moreover, the
simplification of the device would lead to a reduced failure rate
[7], which would mean less expense for the operator and
increased customer satisfaction and loyalty. This will in turn
lead to the reduction of other expenses such as call center cost,
which some estimate a reduction up to 90%, and product return
cost to 46% from the virtualization of the RGW [1].
Additionally, time to market of new services can be

significantly reduced if part of the RGW is converted into a
piece of software, since it will not have hardware-related
dependencies such as in the traditional scenario.
Nevertheless, the implementation of these concepts in a
production scenario will have to fulfill to some requirements
that were not relevant in the current RGW model and have
been pointed out by some authors in [8], [9], and [10] such as
the increased load (in several aspects such as processing,
storage and networking resources), coexistence with the
existing legacy infrastructure, or the security and privacy of the
instances that are going to be shifted from the customer to the
operator domain, among other aspects. These aspects proved
challenging for several previous proposals for RGW
virtualization – as an example, [21] addressed the limitations of
virtualizing an RGW in a straightforward manner (as a single,
self-contained, virtual machine instance), demonstrating the
scalability constrains of such an approach.
C. Underlying Paradigms
Several problems that were faced by previous attempts for
RGW virtualization were due to the lack of a framework for
network and service-centric functional virtualization, required
to fulfill the flexibility and scalability demands of the proposed
concept, while helping solve other important issues, such as
functional component placement and deployment. This section
introduces and describes these developments, namely SDN,
NFV and SFC, which are proving instrumental in driving the
recent research efforts towards the implementation of a vRGW.
1) Software Defined Networking
Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a recent paradigm
of programmable networks [11], [12]. Among the available
SDN supporting protocols, OpenFlow [13] is one of the most
widespread, having started as a research project at the
University of Stanford, eventually becoming one of the first
SDN-enabling standards.
The main concept of SDN is the separation of roles within a
network architecture. The control plane is moved from the
forwarding elements (e.g., routers) and hosted in a logically
centralized server. The forwarding elements, in turn, continue
to host the forwarding plane, which is responsible for
transmitting the packets to the next destination. As a result, the
control plane (responsible for making the decisions) has a
broad view of the network, due to being logically centralized.
Overall, an SDN compliant network has a number of
benefits over a traditional one. For instance, network
management is improved as well as network flexibility. In an
OpenFlow-enabled scenario, traffic rule is flow based, and it
can be dependent on a number of traffic characteristics (such as
switch port or MAC address) either from the source or
destination. Also, its flexibility allows traffic to be steered on
the fly, a concept which contrasts with the rather fixed nature of
traditional networking and that fulfills the requirements for the
implementation of SFC capabilities (despite not being the only
technology capable of doing so, it is one of the best suited for
that purpose).
2) Network Function Virtualization
For a number of years TSP infrastructures have been built
with appliances made up by close-coupled hardware and

firmware. Recent developments have brought a change where
hardware and firmware are separated and the latter moved to a
commercial off the shelf (COTS) servers as software instances.
This is the main idea of Network Function Virtualization
(NFV), to move the network components (such as firewalls,
load balancers or NAT) to generic software capable of running
in common servers [14][15][16]. The Network Functions
Industry Specification Group of the ETSI [17] is working on
promoting the advance and standardization of NFV.
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Fig. 1 depicts the ETSI NFV reference framework. It is
composed by several modules, namely: the Network Function
Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI), providing the required
resources (hardware/servers, accelerators and the virtualization
layer) which support the VNFs; the VNF domain, hosting the
VNF instances and their corresponding Element Management
Systems (EMS) for integration with Operations Support
Systems and Business Support Systems (OSS/BSS), when
applicable; finally, the NFV Management and Orchestration
(MANO or M&O) domain orchestrates and manages the
lifecycle of physical and/or software infrastructure resources as
well as the lifecycle of services and their VNFs.
3) Service Function Chaining
The shift of functions to software components, together
with the benefits introduced by SDN has enabled the
possibility of changing the network structure and topology in a
flexible way, allowing to forward traffic between VNFs in a
dynamic fashion, improving and simplifying the provision of
structured service abstractions composed of linked network
functions (technically referred as function chains) in a costeffective manner [18].
In an NFV-centric perspective, the concept of service
function chaining (SFC) [19] is the interconnection of the
functions that compose a virtual network service into a chain
(which is an instantiation of a graph). In an NFV-enabled
scenario the individual nodes that compose a chain can be
instantiated as VNFs running in the infrastructure. In turn, the
interconnection of the chains can be enabled by SDN, which
will be responsible for managing the switches in order for them

III. RELATED WORK
The idea of virtualizing the elements related to an RGW is
not new and has been discussed in the literature. Some
proposals have been published in such as [21], [22], [23], and
[24]. Still, a number of issues were making it a very difficult
task, such as technical challenges to handle issues like
scalability and manageability. Recently, the rise of
virtualization techniques such as NFV (described in section
II.C) gave way of new proposals for the virtualization such as
[10] , [1], and [25]. Moreover, the Spanish telecom operator
Telefonica has been performing trials in Brazil during 2014 [3].
However, the available literature is focused on the highlevel architectural concept for such a device. This paper goes a
step further by providing insights about a proof-of-concept
implementation that was undertaken in a joint-effort between a
telecommunications operator research lab and a university.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF A VIRTUALIZED RGW (VRGW)
The implementation of the vRGW prototype takes a similar
approach to the ETSI OSM initiative presented in [26]. In this
initiative, an end-to-end orchestrator is used in collaboration
with the NFV Orchestrator (NFVO). The first element
establishes the connection point between BSS and OSS
components and the network infrastructure while delegating to
the second the management of the datacenter based service
components. In this hierarchical architecture, the integration of
legacy components and novel cloud-based components is done
seamlessly and making use of what is already available in
terms of management systems in network operators.
A. vRGW Logical Architecture
A simplified version of a traditional RGW deployment is
composed of the following elements:
•

Optical Network Termination (ONT)/RGW – the device
that performs routing between the customer home
network and the provider optical network;

•

Optical Line Terminal (OLT) – this device aggregates
the traffic from all nearby ONTs (access network) and
delivers them to the BNG;

•

Broadband Network Gateway (BNG) – this device
performs routing between the access/aggregation
networks and the provider core network.

Although the end goal in the virtualization of the RGW is
the movement of all the services provided by these components
to a cloud environment, this prototype is focused only on the
ONT services. With that in mind, a datacenter was deployed to
instantiate the virtual resources that support these services. This
datacenter connects to the BNG through a Multiprotocol Label
Switching (MPLS) network, as shown in Fig. 3.
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To connect the devices located in the local network to the
services available in the datacenter, a layer 2 Generic Routing
Encapsulation (GRE) tunnel is established between the ONT
and the private domain within the datacenter where the virtual
resources are deployed. This way, from the local network
devices point-of-view there is no different between traditional
RGWs and vRGWs.
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Fig. 4. vRGW Prototype Architecture

Fig. 4 shows the complete prototype logical architecture
where the following components were added:
•

User-management Portal – this Altice Labs proprietary
component allows the end client to configure the
vRGW and the use of VNFs per device when connected
to the home network;

•

End-to-End Orchestrator – this component is
responsible for the management of end-to-end services
including the physical and virtual devices that support
it. In this prototype a proprietary Altice Labs product,
Network Activator (NA), is used to perform this
function;

•

•

NFVO – this component manages virtual resources in
the datacenter that take part in network services. A
customized version of Telefonica’s OpenMANO [27] is
used to realize this component;
DC – this component provides virtual resources as a
service for the deployment of VNFs. In this prototype
the OpenStack platform [28] with some extensions is
used to realize this component.

The following sections will provide further insight on the
novel elements.

B. Custom OpenStack
In this prototype, the OpenStack platform (IceHouse
release) was used, integrated with the following extensions:
•

Attachment-Point – this functionality enables the
establishment of the layer 2 tunnels, in this case GRE
tunnels, to virtual networks in OpenStack. This
extension is presented in [29];

•

DHCP-Radius – this extension enables AAA on devices
located in the local network by using the DHCP server
to send Radius messages to an AAA server. This
extension is presented in [30];

•

Traffic Steering – this extension enables SFC on
OpenStack through an ordered list of traffic
redirections. This extension is covered in [31].

The first extension is what enables the crossing of multiple
domains transparently and with minimum impact on traditional
operations. This is important for the near-future coexistence of
novel and legacy services on top of the same infrastructure. As
to the remaining two, these enable value-added services such as
deploying content filtering VNFs for children devices only.
This is possible by using per device authentication and SFC to
redirect traffic to the URL filter VNF.
C. User-management Portal
This proprietary portal is deployed for the end-client to
enable the configuration of the vRGW and register devices that
are connected to the home network. By registering devices,
users are not only able to configure the available services for
these devices but are also able to set a default configuration for
un-registered devices. This approach provides the means to
implement a shared-management model in which the end-client
is allowed to manage the vRGW instance, akin to the local
device management capabilities of conventional RGWs.
The management portal also provides the configuration
interface for the included services, namely: content-filtering,
application-filtering and firewall capabilities. The contentfiltering service enables the user to choose which Internet
content should be filtered for a specific device, (e.g. webpages
containing adult content). The application-filtering service
provides the means for the user to be able to block specific
network-based applications from specific devices, e.g. onlinegaming. Finally, the firewall service implements the traditional
firewall capabilities available in most consumer routers.
Each time the users use the portal to set a specific device
configuration, the portal communicates with the End-to-End
Orchestrator through a secure interface. The latter will then
interact with the infrastructure bellow to realize the
configurations.
D. OpenMANO
In the ETSI model (see Fig. 1), the MANO domain is in
charge of the virtualization-specific tasks, encompassing the
NFV Orchestrator, that manages network services on the
operator domain; the VNF Manager(s), which take care of
VNF instances: and the Virtualized Infrastructure Manager
(VIMs), responsible for managing the NFVI computing,
storage and networking resources. The NFV framework is to

be driven using a set of metadata for describing the Service,
VNF and Infrastructure requisites, providing the MANO with
information about available resources. This enables resource
providers (VNF or Infrastructure) to develop compatible
solutions that can be integrated within the same framework
For the MANO role, the vRGW proof-of-concept prototype
resorted to the OpenMANO project, which has developed an
open-source implementation of the ETSI MANO architecture.
OpenMANO is used as an orchestrator to instantiate and
orchestrate the infrastructure resources that support the
functions, such as virtual machines and tenant networks. The
virtual infrastructure manager used by OpenMANO to manage
the NFVI was OpenStack.
The OpenMANO framework encompasses three main
components: openvim, openmano and openmano-gui, which
respectively provide a VIM, NFV orchestrator and web
management GUI capabilities. In this prototype, several
modifications were made to the openmano orchestrator to
support some features that were not available at the time (work
was based on a master branch commit from September of
2015). More specifically, the orchestrator component was
modified to create, manage, and delete OpenStack routers, and
to manage floating IPs and authentication keys of the
OpenStack VMs.
E. Virtual Network Functions
The virtual network functions used in the proof-of-concept
prototype include an URL filter and firewall.

•

Service Runtime – after the service has been
provisioned, the client may use the User-management
Portal to configure the vRGW;

•

Service Destruction - when the client wishes to
terminate the service, the BSS and OSS systems interact
with the End-to-End Orchestrator for the destruction of
the resources. At this moment, the latter will signal the
openmano orchestrator to destroy the resources and will
re-configure the network infrastructure elements.

A. Service Design
The prototype provides a significant flexibility in terms of
service design. A solution can be tailor made to the customer
needs by structuring the needed VNFs. The OpenMANO
framework allows for an easier VNF-based service design with
the use of its GUI component. By providing a drag-and-drop
web interface (illustrated in Error! Reference source not
found.), the custom made service can be built in an intuitive
manner. This is made by dragging the elements that compose
the service (such as VNF components and networks) to the
service area of the web interface and establishing the
connections among them. This will allow the openmano
orchestrator to provision all the necessary resources in the
NVFI for the remaining components of the prototype to
establish the connection between the customer functions and
the operator’s components, and to activate the service.

The URL filter VNF uses the DansGuardian [32] web
content filter to block specific webpages content by defining
URLs and phrase matching configurations, while the firewall
VNF uses the firewall application for the Alpine Linux
distribution [33] to implement the firewall service and to block
specific applications.
These services were selected in order to provide a minimal
NFV-based implementation of a vRGW with enough
capabilities for integration and functional validation.
V. TEST SCENARIO/TESTBED
The test scenario consists on the complete service lifecycle,
which includes the following stages:
•

Service Design – by using the openmano-gui web GUI
component the service designer can use the already
available VNFs to define a new vRGW service
composed of two VNFs. Although the complete service
design also involves designing the service in the Endto-End Orchestrator, this is almost a one-time only
process because the actual service uses the legacy
infrastructure in an overlay fashion;

•

Service Provisioning – when the ONT is turned ON, it
will send a DHCP request to the BNG, which will reply
with an IP address after going through the AAA
processes. Moreover, the BNG will signal the End-toEnd Orchestrator to start the instantiation of the virtual
resources in the datacenter. Finally, the openmano
orchestrator will be requested to instantiate the
necessary resources for the network service;

Fig. 5. OpenMANO GUI web interface

B. Functional Validation
Prototype validation was focused on the management and
functional aspects of the platform in terms of provisioning and
usability. Provisioning tests ensured the correct integration and
operation of the MANO and OSS/BSS systems for resource
and VNF instantiation, as well as the vRGW NFV service
lifecycle management. Moreover, the User-management portal
was also tested, in order to demonstrate the possibility of
blocking specific games and webpages on a per device basis.
Each configuration took a couple of seconds to become active
and without disrupting the service to other devices connected
on the same wireless network.
Functional tests were focused on validating the usability of
the prototype, using smartphones and laptops as consumer
devices. Those devices were connected to the ONT wireless
and wired networks and used to test/assess several use cases,
namely: webpage browsing, online gaming and consumption of
media services. Such functional tests were executed with
success, over several time spans and with different devices and

users, in other to stress the platform.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The present paper presented an implementation of an NFVbased virtualized residential gateway (vRGW). It started by
presenting the concept of the vRGW and some recent
developments that allowed operators to take a leap forward,
namely, SDN and NFV. Additionally, the paper also presented
an architecture and a proof-of-concept prototype for providing
a vRGW where services are composed by NFV functions.
A key benefit of this architecture is the integration and coexistence with legacy infrastructures. This is an important point
as it allows for an easier introduction of the new vRGW
paradigm, which enables deployments on current
infrastructures without having to go through major
architectural changes in a short time. As a result, CAPEX is
reduced since current deployments can go through the planned
lifecycle with new concepts being deployed gradually.
In the future, there are more architectural components from
legacy architectures that can be virtualized into the new
paradigm. An example of such virtualization is the Optical
Line Terminator (OLT), as pointed out as a use case in a proofof-concept project by AT&T and ONOS: CORD (Central
Office Re-architected as Datacenter).
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